THE LITERARY LIFE PODCAST
20 FOR 2020 READING CHALLENGE

☐ A Shakespeare Play
☐ A Classic Detective Novel
☐ A Classic Children's Book
☐ A Contemporary Novel
☐ A Historical Fiction Novel
☐ An Ancient Greek Play
☐ A Collection of Short Stories
☐ A Biography or Memoir
☐ A Devotional Work
☐ A Book about Books
☐ A Foreign (Non-Western) Book
☐ A "Guilty Pleasure" Book
☐ An Intimidating Book You Have Avoided
☐ A Satire
☐ A Book of Essays
☐ A Book by a Minor Author
☐ A Classic Book by a Female Author
☐ A Complete Volume of Poetry by a Single Author
☐ An "Out of Your Comfort Zone" Book
☐ Reread a Book You Read in High School

LEARN MORE @ theliterary.life